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Free Resources to support Remote/Distanced Musical Learning
There are many teaching and learning resources which are free to access that have been created
by many organisations to help support music-making to continue whether learning from home or in
school. Here is a collated list of just some of them. There are also other collated lists which are
worth checking out:
• https://www.rhinegold.co.uk/music_teacher/resources-for-at-home-music-learning-for-teachersand-parents/
• https://www.musicmark.org.uk/resources/home-learning-resources/
• https://www.ism.org/advice/online-learning-resources
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Key Stage 4/5: all the above plus:
o Passing Notes Education
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Inclusive Resources
BBC Teach
• BBC Ten Pieces opens up the world of classical music to children. Explore inclusive films,
lesson plans, resources and more for students with additional support needs (SEND/ ASN),
students who are deaf or have hearing loss and students who are blind or partially sighted.
• Bring the Noise – SEND music teaching guides and tutorials: Deliver a story with songs,
increase numeracy by using simple songs to teach and encourage children to explore music
using objects and sensory materials.
• Bring the Noise – Songs in British Sign Language: Learn to sign and dance-a-long to the songs.
Sing up
Sing Up have some free resources to keep children learning and singing outside of school, including
sign language and Makaton videos.
Drake Music
Drake Music are leaders in music, disability and technology. They champion new and innovative
ideas for accessible musical instruments, aiming to broaden the scope of what is available to young
disabled and non-disabled musicians. In delivering music education and participatory music-making
sessions, they make use of these instruments, traditional instruments and existing assistive and
accessible music technology.
Chrome Music Lab
Chrome Music Lab makes learning music more accessible through fun, hands-on experiments.
Explore the free tools to create, make and compose.
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
The CBSO’s Education programme creates teachers packs and learning resources to accompany
projects, providing teachers with creative ideas, practical music making activities, cross curricular
learning opportunities and further listening suggestions. The Music and Ability pack contains ideas
for activities and projects with children and young people with special educational needs.
ABRSM Classical 100
ABRSM’s Classical 100 is a fantastic collection of 100 carefully selected pieces of music and
activities for you to share with your families over the coming weeks.
Tri-borough Music Hub: Singing With Meaning
There are 20 songs, all originals, and we have split the songs into 5 categories – music songs;
topic themes; emotional regulation; transition; and celebration – that cover a range of different
moments in the day of a student. They are intended to help support students cope with the many
challenging aspects to everyday life that they might experience.
The resource is a package that includes:
# Lyrics
# Notated sheet music
# Audio files for all songs
# Supporting videos for all songs
There are also bonus resources on this page in the shape of additional videos, schedules, and
suggested tasks/activities.

EYFS and Key Stage 1
BBC Teach
• BBC schools radio has a large catalogue of videos, audio resources and music activities for the
KS1 & KS2 age groups. Each series of resources explores popular topics or related areas of the
curriculum. The content is ideal for the non-specialist teacher, offering a mix of materials with
clear instructions on how and what to do, and providing a term’s worth of music activity. There
are opportunities to sing, take part in music activities, appraise music, with suggestions for
composition included in the comprehensive Teacher Notes.
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• BBC Ten Pieces opens up the world of classical music to children. There are lesson plans and
resources bursting with ideas for how to get young children to be creative with inspirational
classical pieces.
• Dance with the elements: explore dances for each of the four elements which have been
choreographed to different pieces of classical music including JS Bach, Karl Jenkins, Aaron
Copland, Johann Strauss, Claude Debussy and John Adams.
• Bring the Noise: Find music resources, lesson plans and music activities to suit younger age
groups.
• 5 musical ideas to try with children at home: These simple ideas will help keep little ones
occupied while encouraging them to explore and learn about music.
Sing up
Sing Up have some free resources to keep children learning and singing outside of school.
Download the videos, songs, including performance tracks and song lyrics, and activity bundles with
worksheets for your children.
Beat Goes On
Live ‘Body Beat’s body percussion sessions, delivered on YouTube by Ollie Tunmer, former
STOMP cast member and qualified teacher.
Out of the Ark
Get singing and moving with these free resources! To help with the rhythms and routines of your
new daily life, Out of the Ark Music has released seven songs, one for each day, all with challenges
and activities related to each song. More songs and resources will be released every week for the
next few weeks.
Chrome Music Lab
Chrome Music Lab makes learning music more accessible through fun, hands-on experiments.
Explore the free tools to create, make and compose.
Royal Opera House
• Create and Sing programme: a creative learning programme, created with teachers, for primary
schools across England. Features classroom-based and digital activities, with strong curriculum
links, to give children a better understanding of singing and opera, unlocking their imagination
and creativity. Includes teacher training, classroom films, lesson plans and resources to use in
ways that suit the needs of the teachers and their students. Teachers do not need any previous
knowledge of opera in order to take part.
• Create and Learn programme: Create and Learn invites you to explore the magical world of the
theatre from home. All of the new resources are free to access and do not require you to login.
Featuring new activities weekly, to get you singing, dancing and making.
Ex Cathedra – Singing Playgrounds
Ex Cathedra have shared a few of their favourite SingMaker songs via their new SingMaker
YouTube platform. These are aimed at up to 11 year olds and free to access. There will be brief
notes associated with each song to maximise learning and enjoyment of participation.
The Voices Foundation
The Voices Foundation is a national charity which uses the power of singing to improve the lives of
children and young people aged 0-18 in the UK. They have set up a ‘Virtual Singing Assembly’,
available on their YouTube channel.
English Folk Dance and Song Society
A wealth of free digital learning resources for music, dance and drama for children and young
people from EYFS to secondary divided into each learning stage to be used in school or out of
school
YolanDa’s Band Jam - something ‘bout that noise
It is finally here!!! YolanDa's Band Jam Album as seen on CBeebies.
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Twinkl Home and school learning digital resources
Interactive keyboard for learning to play piano or composing simple melodies without and
instrument - suitable for KS1/KS2
ABRSM Classical 100
ABRSM’s Classical 100 is a fantastic collection of 100 carefully selected pieces of music and
activities for you to share with your families over the coming weeks.
Tri-borough Music Hub – Clap! by Charlotte Harding
A song written by composer Charlotte Harding which is perfect for SEND/KS1/KS2 pupils.
Tri-borough Music Hub: Virtual Music School
• https://www.triboroughmusichub.org
• Username: schoolsautumn20@tbmh.vms
• Password: CGmPeyWb7USX
With over a thousand different resources TBMH has created the VMS which can be used as an
additional aid and resource bank to support and enhance musical learning - this is not a curriculum
replacement.

Key Stage 2
BBC Teach
• BBC schools radio has a large catalogue of videos, audio resources and music activities for the
KS1 & KS2 age groups. Each series of resources explores popular topics or related areas of the
curriculum. The content is ideal for the non-specialist teacher, offering a mix of materials with
clear instructions on how and what to do, and providing a term’s worth of music activity. There
are opportunities to sing, take part in music activities, appraise music, with suggestions for
composition included in the comprehensive Teacher Notes.
• BBC Ten Pieces opens up the world of classical music to children. There are lesson plans and
resources bursting with ideas for how to get children to be creative with inspirational classical
pieces. For each piece you will find free teaching resources, exciting short films, lesson plans,
arrangements and more. Check out Ten Pieces At Home for weekly resources and creative
activities.
• Interactive Lessons: Get creative with Tchaikovsky’s ‘The Nutcracker’ in this Ten Pieces Live
Lesson for 7-11s, full of dance, movement and characterisation. It was created in collaboration
with the Royal Opera House and The Royal Ballet School, and shows pupils how to create their
own original dance moves.
• Trailblazers challenges students to rethink orchestral music – what it sounds like, who can make
it, and how it’s used – through ten trailblazing composers and their pieces of music. Discover
Trailblazers with six weeks of learning and activities, customisable to you, aided by PowerPoint
presentations.
• 5 musical ideas to try with children at home: These simple ideas will help keep little ones
occupied while encouraging them to explore and learn about music.
BBC Bitesize – KS2
BBC Bitesize helps students learn by providing “bitesized” interactive content, video and audio
summaries and mock exams.
Sing up
Sing Up have some free resources to keep children learning and singing outside of school.
Download the videos, songs, including performance tracks and song lyrics, and activity bundles with
worksheets for your children.
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Inspire Works
Inspire Works have 15 years of experience leading whole-class world-music and dance workshops
in over 10,000 schools and colleges. Their online workshops bring expert facilitators direct to your
classroom or home for you to use as many times as you need, whenever you want and wherever
you are in the world!
Twinkl Home and school learning digital resources
Interactive keyboard for learning to play piano or composing simple melodies without and
instrument - suitable for KS1/KS2
English Folk Dance and Song Society
A wealth of free digital learning resources for music, dance and drama for children and young
people from EYFS to secondary divided into each learning stage to be used in school or out of
school
London Sinfonietta – Composition Challenges
Suitable for KS2/3 students, each challenge will explore the work and approach of a different
composer, support curriculum learning and help young people to engage with creative composition.
Available online, the Composition Challenges are designed to be easy to use, flexible and open to
everyone, from complete beginner composers to those with more experience.
Each Composition Challenge will be introduced with a short film and supported by a teacher pack to
guide you through a variety of activities to get your class composing. We can also supplement your
in-school work with specially tailored workshops (in person or online) with London Sinfonietta
musicians and composers to offer feedback to your students and help them develop their work. We
then invite schools to submit their compositions for us to share and perform.
Musical Futures
Musical Futures’ Everyone Can Play Playalongs are designed as an add-on to existing Everyone
Can Play Ukulele resources for teachers and schools to make more classroom music together.
This Everyone Can Play Ukulele playalong: Theme From Ghostbusters will enable students to put
instrumental skills, strum patterns, chord shapes and easy chord progressions into action using
chords G, F, C & Em.
Beat Goes On
Live ‘Body Beat’s body percussion sessions, delivered on YouTube by Ollie Tunmer, former
STOMP cast member and qualified teacher. You can also download free body percussion and
samba rhythm resources from the Beat Goes On website.
Out of the Ark
Get singing and moving with these free resources! To help with the rhythms and routines of your
new daily life, Out of the Ark Music has released seven songs, one for each day, all with challenges
and activities related to each song. More songs and resources will be released every week for the
next few weeks.
Royal Opera House
• Create and Sing programme: a creative learning programme, created with teachers, for primary
schools across England. Features classroom-based and digital activities, with strong curriculum
links, to give children a better understanding of singing and opera, unlocking their imagination
and creativity. Includes teacher training, classroom films, lesson plans and resources to use in
ways that suit the needs of the teachers and their students. Teachers do not need any previous
knowledge of opera in order to take part.
• Create and Learn programme: Create and Learn invites you to explore the magical world of the
theatre from home. All of the new resources are free to access and do not require you to login.
Featuring new activities weekly, to get you singing, dancing and making.
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The Voices Foundation Virtual Singing Assembly
Join the Voices Foundation’s Virtual Singing Assembly, for a fun and uplifting 10-minute sing for
children, parents and teachers!
Music Theory
Explore free online music theory lessons and exercises, from the basics to more complex piece
analysis.
Chrome Music Lab
Chrome Music Lab makes learning music more accessible through fun, hands-on experiments.
Explore the free tools to create, make and compose.
Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra
Carnegie Hall Listening Adventures presents Benjamin Britten’s Young Person’s Guide to the
Orchestra, complete with an interactive game.
Classics for Kids
• Composers: Find out all about the composers featured on Classics for Kids
• Games: Explore fun and interactive classical music games
Philharmonia
Explore orchestral sounds as the Philharmonia’s expert players guide you through the intricacies of
the instruments they play.
Friday Afternoons
Friday Afternoons is a Snape Maltings led singing project connecting teachers and young people
with contemporary composers, through creating high quality repertoire, resources and training to
encourage challenging and exciting music making experiences for all. The catalogue provides warm
ups, leader tutorials, case studies, lesson plans and worksheets to support teaching the repertoire.
National Teachers’ Choir
‘I’m Gonna Shine’ is a simple, 2-part song that has lovely actions to help convey the words. This
song is free to access – you can stream or download various tracks, along with sheet music and
lyrics, and a video clip showing optional Makaton signs. Why not try out the harmonies at home and
film yourselves singing this song together and share with the world?
London Philharmonic Orchestra
• Creative Classrooms Connect
• Let’s Sing Part 1 and Part 2 – an encyclopedia of every singing warm up, fun song and
exercise you could ever need!
• Summer Songwriting – a project for a KS2 class to compose their own song together
Royal Opera House – Hansel and Gretel Immersive
Royal Opera House invites you to join CITV presenter Luke Franks as he visits the Royal Opera
House and meets a host of young singers who introduce him to the opera Hansel and Gretel. This
ten-lesson immersive course will guide children through the process of putting on your own version
of this opera (which includes specially arranged musical extracts), and help you establish the key
elements of dramatic singing.
London Symphony Orchestra
Ravel’s Bolero for KS2: Use the specially created digital resources to help plan and deliver creative,
fun and educational music activities.
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
The CBSO’s Education programme creates teachers packs and learning resources to accompany
projects, providing teachers with creative ideas, practical music making activities, cross curricular
learning opportunities and further listening suggestions. KS2 children can celebrate 100 years of
Debussy’s music by engaging with the included material, in particular ‘Children’s Corner’.
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University of Huddersfield: Music Archeology
From Stone Age to Roman Times | KS2 Education Pack
This education pack, with links to National Curriculum Programmes of Study for Music, History,
Science, English, Art, Drama & DT, is a brilliant way for children to explore the sounds and music of
pre-historical and early Roman sites.
The Lost Words: Spell Songs
The Lost Words: Spell Songs brings together eight remarkable musicians, whose music already
engages deeply with landscape and nature, to respond to the creatures, art and language of The
Lost Words. Spell Songs allowed these acclaimed and diverse musicians to weave together
elements of British folk music, Senegalese folk traditions, experimental and classical music, and
create an inspiring new body of work.
The free interdisciplinary school Explorers Pack for KS2-KS3 provides a wide range of
suggestions to embrace a cross-curricular approach, encouraging constructive curiosity and
suggesting a variety of ways of communicating and responding creatively, using a wide range of
skills. Suggestions are made for individual and collaborative work, with the opportunity for some
activities to involve the wider community.
Transformance Music Group
Free iPad Songwriting Resources for Teachers & Parents
‘Teaching Music with Garageband for iPad’ consists of a series of fun and accessible songwriting
projects suitable for ages 7-16, covers much of the KS2/3 music curriculum, and contains video
guides that allow pupils to work alone or with an adult. It is a perfect resource for one-to-one work at
home, or small group work in schools.
Ex Cathedra – Singing Playgrounds
Ex Cathedra have shared a few of their favourite SingMaker songs via their new SingMaker
YouTube platform. These are aimed at up to 11 year olds and free to access. There will be brief
notes associated with each song to maximise learning and enjoyment of participation.
Team Tutti – Let’s Make Music!
Team Tutti is an interactive music learning initiative for KS2 children. Their goal is to provide all
children with access to engaging music education throughout this challenging period.
ABRSM Classical 100
ABRSM’s Classical 100 is a fantastic collection of 100 carefully selected pieces of music and
activities for you to share with your families over the coming weeks.
Tri-borough Music Hub – Clap! by Charlotte Harding
A song written by composer Charlotte Harding which is perfect for SEND/KS1/KS2 pupils.
Tri-borough Music Hub: Singing With Meaning
There are 20 songs, all originals, and we have split the songs into 5 categories – music songs;
topic themes; emotional regulation; transition; and celebration – that cover a range of different
moments in the day of a student. They are intended to help support students cope with the many
challenging aspects to everyday life that they might experience.
The resource is a package that includes:
# Lyrics
# Notated sheet music
# Audio files for all songs
# Supporting videos for all songs
There are also bonus resources on this page in the shape of additional videos, schedules, and
suggested tasks/activities.
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Tri-borough Music Hub: Virtual Music School
• https://www.triboroughmusichub.org
• Username: schoolsautumn20@tbmh.vms
• Password: CGmPeyWb7USX
With over a thousand different resources TBMH has created the VMS which can be used as an
additional aid and resource bank to support and enhance musical learning - this is not a curriculum
replacement

Key Stage 3
BBC Teach
• BBC Ten Pieces opens up the world of classical music to children. There are lesson plans and
resources bursting with ideas for how to get children to be creative with inspirational classical
pieces, from Bach to Wagner with six weeks of learning and activities. Check out Ten Pieces At
Home for weekly resources and creative activities.
• Secondary Interactive Lesson: This Ten Pieces Secondary Live Lesson aims to inspire young
people to develop creative responses to classical music through art, composition and poetry.
• Trailblazers challenges students to rethink orchestral music – what it sounds like, who can make
it, and how it’s used – through ten trailblazing composers and their pieces of music. Discover
Trailblazers with six weeks of learning and activities, customisable to you, aided by PowerPoint
presentations.
• KS3/GCSE Music Technology: A series of clips aimed at informing and enabling music students
to understand the techniques and technology involved in music making.
BBC Bitesize – KS3
BBC Bitesize helps students learn by providing “bitesized” interactive content, video and audio
summaries and mock exams.
Music Theory: Explore 8 learner guides on the elements of music theory, with revision and tests.
Sing up
Sing Up have some free resources to keep young people learning and singing outside of school.
Download the videos, songs, including performance tracks and song lyrics, and activity bundles with
worksheets for your children.
Inspire Works
Inspire Works have 15 years of experience leading whole-class world-music and dance workshops
in over 10,000 schools and colleges. Their online workshops bring expert facilitators direct to your
classroom or home for you to use as many times as you need, whenever you want and wherever
you are in the world!
English Folk Dance and Song Society
A wealth of free digital learning resources for music, dance and drama for children and young
people from EYFS to secondary divided into each learning stage to be used in school or out of
school
London Sinfonietta – Composition Challenges
Suitable for KS2/3 students, each challenge will explore the work and approach of a different
composer, support curriculum learning and help young people to engage with creative composition.
Available online, the Composition Challenges are designed to be easy to use, flexible and open to
everyone, from complete beginner composers to those with more experience.
Each Composition Challenge will be introduced with a short film and supported by a teacher pack to
guide you through a variety of activities to get your class composing. We can also supplement your
in-school work with specially tailored workshops (in person or online) with London Sinfonietta
musicians and composers to offer feedback to your students and help them develop their work. We
then invite schools to submit their compositions for us to share and perform.
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Indian Takeaway
Rag & Tal -This online resource enables you to take away our lesson plans and successfully play or
teach a piece of Indian classical music on any instrument
Music Theory
Explore free online music theory lessons and exercises, from the basics to more complex piece
analysis.
National Teachers’ Choir
‘I’m Gonna Shine’ is a simple, 2-part song that has lovely actions to help convey the words. This
song is free to access – you can stream or download various tracks, along with sheet music and
lyrics, and a video clip showing optional Makaton signs. Why not try out the harmonies at home and
film yourselves singing this song together and share with the world?
Friday Afternoons
Friday Afternoons is a Snape Maltings led singing project connecting teachers and young people
with contemporary composers, through creating high quality repertoire, resources and training to
encourage challenging and exciting music making experiences for all. The catalogue provides warm
ups, leader tutorials, case studies, lesson plans and worksheets to support teaching the repertoire.
Musical Futures
Musical Futures’ Everyone Can Play Playalongs are designed as an add-on to existing Everyone
Can Play Ukulele resources for teachers and schools to make more classroom music together.
This Everyone Can Play Ukulele playalong: Theme From Ghostbusters will enable students to put
instrumental skills, strum patterns, chord shapes and easy chord progressions into action using
chords G, F, C & Em.
Charanga VIP Studio Sessions
Free rap resources, no login needed and a competition for all producers and rappers!
London Philharmonic Orchestra
• Let’s Sing Part 1 and Part 2 – an encyclopedia of every singing warm up, fun song and
exercise you could ever need!
• The Studio: An introduction to narrative film music – A brilliant resource to introduce students
to film music!
• The Studio: Composing briefs for film and dance – Videos of silent film clips, inviting
students to try composing for them (with guidance, and examples of other students’ work)
• The Studio: Teacher Area – All sorts of GCSE/A Level music exam-related, but also general
composing tools and resources for secondary students
London Symphony Orchestra
Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring for KS3: Use the specially created digital resources to help plan and
deliver creative, fun and educational music activities.
Royal Opera House
• Create and Sing programme: a creative learning programme, created with teachers, for
primary schools across England. Features classroom-based and digital activities, with strong
curriculum links, to give children a better understanding of singing and opera, unlocking their
imagination and creativity. Includes teacher training, classroom films, lesson plans and
resources to use in ways that suit the needs of the teachers and their students. Teachers do
not need any previous knowledge of opera in order to take part.
• Create and Learn programme: Create and Learn invites you to explore the magical world of
the theatre from home. All of the new resources are free to access and do not require you to
login. Featuring new activities weekly, to get you singing, dancing and making.
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Beat Goes On
Live ‘Body Beat’s body percussion sessions, delivered on YouTube by Ollie Tunmer, former
STOMP cast member and qualified teacher.
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
The CBSO’s Education programme creates teachers packs and learning resources to accompany
projects, providing teachers with creative ideas, practical music making activities, cross curricular
learning opportunities and further listening suggestions. KS3 children can engage with CBSO’s
Orchestra Dissected programme, which includes more information on composers, their pieces,
lesson plans and lots of broader contextual information, which could contribute towards further
lesson plans or project ideas.
The Lost Words: Spell Songs
The Lost Words: Spell Songs brings together eight remarkable musicians, whose music already
engages deeply with landscape and nature, to respond to the creatures, art and language of The
Lost Words. Spell Songs allowed these acclaimed and diverse musicians to weave together
elements of British folk music, Senegalese folk traditions, experimental and classical music, and
create an inspiring new body of work.
The free interdisciplinary school Explorers Pack for KS2-KS3 provides a wide range of
suggestions to embrace a cross-curricular approach, encouraging constructive curiosity and
suggesting a variety of ways of communicating and responding creatively, using a wide range of
skills. Suggestions are made for individual and collaborative work, with the opportunity for some
activities to involve the wider community.
Transformance Music Group
Free iPad Songwriting Resources for Teachers & Parents
‘Teaching Music with Garageband for iPad’ consists of a series of fun and accessible songwriting
projects suitable for ages 7-16, covers much of the KS2/3 music curriculum, and contains video
guides that allow pupils to work alone or with an adult. It is a perfect resource for one-to-one work at
home, or small group work in schools.
ABRSM Classical 100
ABRSM’s Classical 100 is a fantastic collection of 100 carefully selected pieces of music and
activities for you to share with your families over the coming weeks.
Tri-borough Music Hub – Love Will Fill The Silence! by Charlotte Harding
A song written by composer Charlotte Harding which is perfect for KS3/4 pupils.
Tri-borough Music Hub: Virtual Music School
• https://www.triboroughmusichub.org
• Username: schoolsautumn20@tbmh.vms
• Password: CGmPeyWb7USX
With over a thousand different resources TBMH has created the VMS which can be used as an
additional aid and resource bank to support and enhance musical learning - this is not a curriculum
replacement

Key Stage 4/5
In addition to all the above:
Passing Notes Education
Digital resources for GCSE and A Level composing and Listening. There are some small fees to
access the materials.
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